
Patricia Williams, Heart of Brevard Story (In her words) 

"I tell my friends that if I ever won the lotto, my first bequests would be to family and friends. My second 
bequest would be to help animals. 

Over the years I’ve tried to help animal rescues in many different ways but I have to admit that I’m a big 
coward.  I can’t foster and I can’t look the ones in the shelter in the eye.   I’m such a wimp that I call the 
shelter helper from my car when I bring in a donation to our local shelter.  Otherwise I would need a 
convoy to bring all the critters home.    They had a rabbit one time and I took it home with no plans but I 
couldn’t leave him there.  It ended very well.  

Here Kitty Kitty is a true story. I owned a small feline fancier kind of store in old downtown Melbourne. It 
really was the best "job" I ever had. The shop turned a kitty that no one wanted into one that was famous 
(well, as famous as a cat can be).  I tell anyone that is down, "tomorrow really is another day with many 
opportunities. Ms. Kitty is proof," you’ll have to read the book. 

Maddy May Rides a Bicycle is frivolous little story about my pet Boston Terrier, and how I know that she 
wants to ride a bicycle.  I don’t think she can ride one, but just in case, I want her to be safe and learn riding 
rules.  She’s a very spoiled puppy. This fun story will help illustrate safety rules for bicyclists and children in 
a fun and creative way. 

I write the stories, but students bring them to life with their talents.  Anyone who has seen the books will say 
the artwork could have been done by professionals.  With all that aside, profits from the sale of Here Kitty 
Kitty and Maddy May Rides a Bicycle help our furry friends with food and medical bills. 

I love seeing the kids being acknowledged, and maybe someone will want a book. They are for sale for $10 
each at local pet food shops, and if anyone wants to purchase one, they can always email 
maddymayridesabicycle@gmail.com
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